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feeling one leg go out from under you suddenly,
then floundering up again and finding a dogfish down the leg of your waders. And there they
all were, his father and his uncle Eddie and Joe
Matos, culling fish, sorting fish, filleting fish,
climbing over hills and slipping into valleys of
fish. . . . It had not occurred to him, not to any
of them, that they wouldn’t pull their nets in
full and heavy like that every day for the rest
of their lives.

the ideal city building itself in his brain.
Is this mile magnificent? He’s lived here

Robinson Alone
By Kathleen Rooney
Gold Wake Press, 2012
A Book Review by Cassandra Gillig

Weldon Kees is a poet’s poet. Lost in the
annals of our shifting and easily frustrated
modern canon, Kees is sometimes anthologized,
though more often forgotten, especially by those
Just as Hawthorne created a world inspired outside of the poetry world. Even considering
by his artist friends and the locals, so, too, does his contemporaries—masterful brooders such as
Schmidt create in this novel a real, and extraor- Berryman, Roethke, and Jarrell—Kees dwells in an
dinary, world: a seaside community divided by inconceivably dark place. While other poets mereviolence and betrayal, but also healed by bonds ly identified the troubling state of ’40s and ’50s
of family and friendship and nature. It is a coura- America, Kees’s work relied on an embodiment,
geous endorsement of the power of art.
an absorption of the despairing decline of society
and an incorporation of that exact deterioration
MARGARET CARROLL-BERGMAN is the publisher into his portrayal of the “self.” In “Statement
emeritus of Provincetown Arts. She is a former news- With Rhymes,” a young Kees writes, “always I’m
paper editor for the Nantucket Independent and now pursued / by thoughts of what I am.” An older
works as a regional news editor for AOL/Huffington- poem, “Turtle,” is equally disconsolate: “I felt a
Post/Patch.com.
husk that moved / Inside me, torpid, dry.” Kees’s
struggle to commit to a single image of himself is
MARY BERGMAN grew up in Provincetown. She gradu- fraught with consciously hopeless language and
ated from Smith College and has her master’s degree from a learned bitterness.
American University. Mary interned at National PubIt is not at all curious that Kathleen Rooney’s
lic Radio and the Smithsonian and now works at the US Kees-inspired novel-in-verse, Robinson Alone, is
Capitol, yet Provincetown will always be her home port. a hundred-page project that takes inspiration
from only four of Kees’s poems. Kees’s “Robinson”
pieces are a striking experiment with third-person storytelling—narrative poems much akin to
those in Berryman’s Dream Songs or, more recently,
CAConrad’s Book of Frank. Robinson is the Keesian version of an “everyman,” someone trapped
in a dull, decaying society with no identifiable
escape. In spite of the distance a third-person
narrative brings to a character and his author,
it is easy to identify that Kees shares a number
of essential qualities with Robinson. These similarities inspire Rooney’s collection. Employing
Robinson as an avatar for Kees, Rooney both
literally and figuratively collapses the distance
between author and character to write Robinson
poems of her own.
Rooney’s novel of sorts is divided into three
sections, each presenting Robinson as he lives
through a different crucial period in Kees’s life.
Robinson is the product of rural Nebraska, and
the novel begins its story with a lyrical naiveté
appropriate to his small-town upbringing. In
the collection’s opener, “Robinson’s Hometown,”
readers get a glimpse into the dreary world that
swells around a young Robinson:

Robinson finds solace
in its small whirring
motor, plays god
with its bare interior
bulb—that always
full moon, that tiny sun.

The corn bursting. The First Presbyterian
Church. The Institution for FeebleMinded Youth. The football games
& the Buffalo Bill Street Parade
& Robinson acting in elementary
school plays: Sir Lancelot once,
& Pinocchio, obviously.
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a while, but the mile feels unreal. Robinson’s
training himself to act blasé. Do museums

a piano rests beneath drinks
& stars. Guests mill at bars

amuse him? Yes, but not today. Would he
like to be in one? Of course. Why not?

above & belowdecks. Robinson
desires—& tires of—the semi-

An object of value with canvas wings,
an unchanging face in a gilt frame, arranged—

constant public performance
required: the chronic flux

thoughtless, guilt-free, & preserved
for eternity. Robinson doesn’t want to be

& seamy flaunt. A certain
sartorial raffishness.

exceptional. He knows he is. He wants to be
perceived exceptional.

The wordplay-laden verse moves along nicely
until its lightness comes into direct contention
with the despair of Robinson’s early adulthood;
but Rooney’s move to continue with this lyricality,
to couple Robinson’s morosity with narratorial
playfulness, is quickly rewarded. In “Out of Step
with His Generation,” Rooney opens with, “what
can Robinson generate?” Similarly, “Robinson’s
Friends Take Him to a Western-Themed Bar”
begins with the line, “though he’s come from
afar not to be near the West.” The humor paints
the dreary environments with a nearly insincere
casualness; Rooney introduces a tension between
tone and plot that allows for a miserable yet interesting conflict in the darker periods of the book.
The funny and sad unite for an ultimately bitter
take on the events that consume and mangle
Robinson.
While Robinson Alone is structured around a
very factual portrayal of the life of Kees, many liberties are taken in exploring Robinson’s intimate
thoughts and feelings. In “Robinson’s Refrigerator,” for instance, Rooney writes:

Here, readers are given a knowledge of Robinson that likely exceeds what he himself grasps.
The dedication to such essential minutiae begs
for a more human understanding of Robinson,
yet it does not complicate or obfuscate this work’s
functionality as a biography of Kees. Rooney is
tactful in choosing which thoughts and feelings
to expose and which to keep hidden. In “Robinson Walks Museum Mile,” Rooney touches on
Kees’s real-life obsession with fame:

Massachusetts. In “At a Thursday Night Party on
a Boat in Provincetown,” Rooney writes:

In a way, Robinson’s life is one not only of Kees
but of all of the “suicide generation” poets; he’s
a self-conscious master afflicted with a desire for
fame in an industry in which it is not easily awarded. Rooney maintains the impressive “everyman”
dexterity of Robinson, even in her complete conflation of his life and the life of Kees.
The middle of this collection traces Kees’s
actual relocation to the East Coast, where he and
his wife, Ann, lived in New York City and, later,
summered at the artist colony in Provincetown,

Although the locales shift, Robinson’s dissatisfaction remains the same. The collection is largely
directed by Robinson’s migration, though what
exactly prompts it remains inexplicable; much
remains unsaid. Readers are pushed, inevitably,
toward the notion that for Robinson, no place is
a fitting or satisfying home.
One of the standout features of this book—this
collaboration, if you will—is Rooney’s incorporation of fifteen centos, poems composed entirely of
borrowed text. The pieces—all of which are titled
“Robinson Sends a Letter to Someone”—are used
as contextual segues between different periods in
Rooney’s Robinson poems. Composed of lines

from Kees’s letters, reviews, and essays, the centos cleverly situate the book in biographical and
historical information while offering a brilliant
juxtaposition between Robinson’s own thoughts
and those given to him by Rooney. As the book
draws to a close, “Robinson Sends a Letter to
Someone (Cento XV)” offers an insight into Robinson’s life that functions dually as a final word:
I must say that these days I am frequently assailed
with feelings that even efforts to produce art
are both heartbreaking & absurd.
But what else is there?

Because Robinson Alone stays true to Kees’s
biography, Robinson meets an ambiguous end.
But the reader’s reward is not in a sense of closure;
it’s in his or her capability to traverse the emotions
of Robinson’s last days and emerge with a better
understanding of the way one’s life impacts one’s
art. Rooney’s latest collection proves that there is
much left to be done with poetic hybridity, especially in conjunction with biography; Robinson Alone
is perhaps one of the most compelling portraits of
the life and work of Weldon Kees to date.
CASSANDRA GILLIG is a poet and new media artist
living in New Brunswick, New Jersey. Her chapbook
The Cantos is forthcoming from NAP Press.
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Recalculating

more of the same—until, that is, the insistence of
veiled lamentation makes itself heard. It’s as if his
previous books have all been played in C major,
so the shift to the key of E is haunting despite the
apparent continuity of prior methods. If there’s
a single component that announces the shift, it’s
the plentitude of translations (at least sixteen,
by half a dozen poets), most of them carefully
chosen for theme, it seems, yet each translated
with a different procedure.
Beginning with the wonderful “Autopsychographia” by Portuguese poet Fernando Pessoa
from 1931, and ending with a wistful croon,
“Before You Go,” Recalculating traverses 185 pages
of nonstop inventiveness. The Pessoa poem serves
notice of the black grief that lies ahead, though
its cleverness strikes exactly the evasive note that
Bernstein’s own jauntiness often adopts:

By Charles Bernstein
University of Chicago Press, 2013
A Book Review by Jed Rasula

Charles Bernstein has carved out a singular role in the public life of American poetry
for thirty-some years. As an educator, he’s effectively inspired and guided several generations
of younger poets, whose debt to him has never
taken on the characteristic obsequiousness that
often prevails in such a relation. As a critic, he’s
been an astute gadfly of accepted opinion and
sententious drivel, constantly inventive in his
advocacy of actual poetic diversity—notably
and often flamboyantly flying in the face of the
accepted, brand-name “diversity” that holds court
in universities. And, finally, his adventurous trajectory as a poet has revealed him as someone
willing to try anything. “I’m an observant Jew,”
he puns. “I look closely at the things around me,
as if they were foreign” (125). Bernstein is a fastidious observer of language above all. His most
familiar tactics involve word substitutions, puns,
diverting the transactional business of language
to ends that can rapidly shift from ludic to ethical, sobering and boisterous in very short order.
“If you are not part of the problem, you will be” (179).
Approaching a new book by a poet of Bernstein’s eminence at this stage of his career and
output, I wonder: What’s new? and How does
it build on the strengths of previous work? The
first question is easy to answer, as Recalculating is

Poets are fakers
Whose faking is so real
They even fake the pain
They truly feel (3)

Another poet, Gérard de Nerval, gives voice
to the grief near the end of the collection in
“Misfortune”:
subtly but absorbingly drenched in the tragedy
of personal loss, and this casts even the most
impromptu and seemingly irreverent pieces in an
unsettling ambience. The second question is easily answered as well, for Bernstein’s penchant for
trying anything and throwing in the pantry with
the kitchen sink risks making this collection seem

My morning star’s dead and my disconsolate lute
Smashes in the blackened sun of torn alibi.
In the tomb of every night, memories of
Venetian reveries raw rub the inconsolable
Pitch of the dark, where over and again
I love you. (180)
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“Misfortune” drastically contracts Nerval’s
sonnet “El Desdichado” into a direct personal
lament. Phrases like “torn alibi” follow the
sound rather than the sense of the original
French (la tour abolie—ruined tower), as the poet
gradually brings Venice into view (a city not in
Nerval), where his daughter died in 2008. Using
other poets’ works as crutches for the expression
of anguish might seem evasive but for the fact
that it’s one of the longest-running practices
in the history of poetry. Bernstein is also capable of the most disarming unrehearsed direct
address: “I was the luckiest father in the world
/ until I turned unluckiest” (158). That this

heartbreaking, heartbroken poem is preceded
by the tender lament of Victor Hugo’s “Tomorrow, dawn . . .” reinforces a sense of poetry as the
site of ultimate sharing. A welcoming place, as
Recalculating itself proves to be.
The personal loss so poignantly registered in
some of the poems gathered here doesn’t extend
to the book as a whole, in part because it’s so large,
but also because the contents go back a decade,
overlapping with Girly Man (2008), a poetry title,
and Attack of the Difficult Poems (2011), a collection
of essays. Like those and other works throughout his career, Recalculating is full of perceptual
periscopes, furtively eyeing current events and
taking the soundings. “Tea Party: I love America
so much I want to lock her in my / basement to
have her all to myself” (132). Some of Bernstein’s
work could be described as nonsense poetry for
brainiacs. This poet has the fastest draw out of the
verbal holster in the O.K. Corral. Like John Wayne
in Stagecoach, Bernstein can bound from the driver’s seat onto a galloping horse, then manage the
lateral move onto the next horse. All this might
happen from one line to another of a single poem,
reaffirming his conviction that “whereas poetry
never gets anywhere, it just makes you more present to where you are, or at least where you were
when you were brushing up against it” (89). But
the it in question never smacks of the familiar
smug classroom icon: contra Keats, “A thing of
beauty is annoyed forever” (4). For Bernstein, “off
key . . . remains my motto” (89). “I always wanted,”

he elaborates, “to make poetry almost / painfully
/ clumsy, clumpsy” (14).
Recalculating abounds with an almost reckless
profusion of styles and attitudes, a traveling carnival of poetic antics. But there are deft tactics
even where the jalopy seems to careen, reminders
that while this big book may be homemade, and
decked out with custom tailpipes and Day-Glo
flames, it’s got the hottest rods under the hood.
The translations interspersed throughout—an
approach that works better than segregating
them—attest to careful design. The Baudelaire
translations are especially fetching, ingenious and
pungent as they should be. Even Apollinaire’s
old chestnut, “Le pont Mirabeau,” is freshened
up here. Another thematic arc related to the
translations consists of poems in the idiom of,
or answering back to, other poets (“Loneliness
in Linden” after Stevens, “Pompeii” after Auden,
“Stupid Men, Smart Choices” sampling, presumably, Garrison Keillor’s “Guy Noir” radio episodes,
“Armed Stasis” after Pound, “The Introvert” after
Wordsworth, and “Chimera” after Yeats); these
reinforce the aura of tradition that hangs over
the collection as a whole, as well as bringing to
the surface a spirit of comradeship. Such pieces
sample the poetic mother lode as if it were amenable to sound bites in a desktop music program,
“free-base tagging” (9).
The clusters of poetics (“The Truth in Pudding,” “How Empty Is My Bread Pudding,”
“Manifest Aversions, Conceptual Conundrums,
& Implausibly Deniable Links,” and “Recalculating”—placed as they are at roughly equal distances
throughout) are vital structural components,
and they’re also full of the quizzical, laconic,
wry Bernstein wit that can turn on a dime into
profundity. While many of the poems don masks
of various sorts (has any poet since Pound been
as conversant and at ease with personae?), in these
ruminations the mask not only comes off but is
often brazenly crunched and shredded, as if to
drive home the moral that “So much of what we
can’t imagine we are forced to experience. And
even then we can’t imagine it” (175). Bernstein’s
ars poetica is courageously resistant to the blandishments of what he calls “personification”
in its easy embrace of the unimaginable (172).
This insistence makes all the more poignant and
arresting, then, the abject misery of personal misfortune obliquely sheltered, honored, and given
voice in Recalculating, a resounding collection by
one of the true originals of the art.
JED RASULA is the Helen S. Lanier Distinguished
Professor at the University of Georgia, author of numerous books including The American Poetry Wax
Museum: Reality Effects, 1940–1990 (1996), This
Compost: Ecological Imperatives in American
Poetry (2002), Modernism and Poetic Inspiration:
The Shadow Mouth (2009), and most recently the
anthology Burning City: Poems of Metropolitan
Modernity (2012).
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more. Whose burden it is almost doesn’t matter.”
Oderman’s careful prose will, indeed, burden your
heart. But not more than it can carry, and in a way
that will make you feel lighter, more hopeful, once
the novel releases you again.

White Vespa
By Kevin Oderman
Etruscan Press, 2012
A Book Review by Sarah Einstein

Myles Toomey, the protagonist of Kevin
Oderman’s excellent new novel, White Vespa,
wants to change. He’s shed his life in the United
States—one gutted by loss—and returned to
the Greek island of Sými to start a new life. A
photographer working on a coffee-table book
about the Lesser Dodecanese, Myles has himself
been overtaken by a photograph he took the
summer before. It’s a photo of a man on the
titular white Vespa, a man who “looks so sure of
himself: free of all doubt, leaning into a curve,
into the trajectory of his life, serenely confident.”
Myles moves back to Sými, buys the Vespa—
not just one like it, but the actual Vespa of the
photograph—and sets out to re-create himself as
this imagined man. As the novel opens, however,
Myles is already packing up to move on. He is a
different man from the one who arrived at the
island, but different, too, from the man in the
photograph, the person he wanted to be.
The novel is constructed like a photo album;
its short, dated chapters offer brief glimpses of
Sými, Myles, and the other summer visitors to the
island. Oderman brings his considerable skills
as a travel writer to this work, and he captures
images on the page as deftly as Myles captures
them with his camera:
He’d been looking very intently, when a woman,
a naked woman, flew from one building to the
other, from right to left. She’d been mid-leap all
the way across, or so it had seemed, arms raised,
one knee up before her and the other leg, propelling her, taut out behind, head up, small breasts
riding up, dark hair trailing.

These vivid flashes of Greece, of island life,
of the sights and smells and tastes of the Lesser
Dodecanese, draw the reader into the world of
the book, the very small world of a summer
island inhabited by tourists and circumscribed
by the community that they make of themselves.
With each small snapshot, a little more of the
plot is revealed. At its heart, this novel is a love
story, though not a romance. Rather, it’s a more
complicated story about what love—in all its
manifestations—does both to us and for us.
Myles falls for Anne, a young American
woman in Sými working as a cocktail waitress.
This love reawakens Myles, pulls him out from
behind his camera and back into the world, but
the reader watches this happen with a certain
dread: we know that Anne is on Sými not to
run from her past, but to hunt it down. She’s
come to find her older brother Paul, as villainous
a character as you’re likely to find in a modern
literary novel. There is nothing complicated about
Paul—he is a predator, pure and simple—but his
actions complicate the lives of everyone around
him. The reader can’t help but wish for Myles a

SARAH EINSTEIN is a PhD candidate at Ohio University in Creative Nonfiction. Her work has appeared
in Ninth Letter, [PANK], Fringe, and other journals
and has been awarded a Pushcart Prize. She is also the
Managing Editor of Brevity Magazine.

gentler, more nurturing sort of love than this. A
love that isn’t also hell-bent on revenge.
Luckily, Myles finds that other sort of love.
Part of the genius of this book is that love appears
where we’ve been taught not to look for it: in
male friendship. Myles’s connection with an
American English professor, Jim, provides for
many of the book’s strongest moments of grace
and tenderness. Jim’s capacity for love, which is
generous and given as freely in friendship as in
romance, allows Oderman to tell an otherwise
dark and melancholy story as, instead, a tale of
hope and redemption.
It’s possible, in fact, to read this work as
a meditation on masculinity. In Paul, we are
presented with the predatory potential of maleness
that asserts itself through cruelty and brutality. In
Jim, we are shown a different sort of manliness,
one built on loyalty, tenderness, and strength. Paul
wreaks havoc with the lives of the people who fall
for his easy charm; Jim protects and nurtures those
around him. And Myles, who spends most of the
book just trying to get on his feet after suffering
a horrible loss, reminds us that men, too, can be
broken. That men, too, need love, and that they
can be touched and healed by the love of other
men. And this complicated triptych of men lets
Oderman pull off a difficult literary maneuver: a
book that examines the aftermath of some very
gendered sorts of violence without being antimale.
White Vespa is a compelling novel about
characters who have survived into middle age,
with all the attendant wounds that entails. They
had messy lives before they arrived on Sými and, in
spite of Myles’s best efforts for it to be otherwise,
these lives get messier as they become intertwined.
Messier, but more lovely. It’s Jim who speaks the
heart of this work when he says, “Somehow the
burdens are common. We lift as much as we can,
everyone as much as his heart can carry and no
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